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Code Red For Humanity
Humans CAN Impact Climate Change

---------------------------------------------------------

This virtual event is hosted by Acterra, GreenTown Los Altos and others, an important way
to understand the purpose and implications surrounding our city and town's climate action
and adaptation plans. It's Jan. 14th, 12-1PM. Find more info & register here

A "Hot" Offer!
Get a free induction cooktop. Yes, really.
--------------------------------------------------------Have you ever wanted to have a hands on cooking experience using induction
technology but weren't quite ready to replace your current appliances?
GreenTown's now offering induction cooktops that you can borrow. For free. One unit
takes up about the size of a dinner plate on your counter and works using a standard
outlet. How does it work? You register. We drop it off and explain how to use it. You
try it out for up to four weeks. That's it. But beware: in our beta program, 100% of the
participants have loved the experience and ended up buying one of their own.
Inventory is limited. For more information or to sign up email Connie, here.

500 Trees Campaign Is Growing
AGAIN

-----------------------------

-----------------------------

500 Trees. We are still planting trees. We have planted 239 as of Christmas and more are
on the way this year. Contact Gary to get a free tree or plant a tree.

Clean Energy?
The Data Screams It's Working

-----------------------------

-----------------------------

Good News: In 2021, SVCE (Silicon Valley Clean Energy) - the group with the mantra
"your power can change the world" - avoided more than 575 million lbs. of CO2, with
customers saving $8 million on energy generation costs. SVCE has committed > $1.6
billion to clean energy projects including wind, solar, solar+storage and geothermal, to
support the state as it transitions to a clean, reliable grid. Consider signing up for their
GreenPrime rate pay option for 100% renewable energy if you have not already done so.
More information here.

It Takes A Human Ecosystem
To Keep Our Environment Healthy

---------------------------------------------------------

Trimming Trees & Keeping Birds Safe
Other than Anna's Hummingbirds, most birds will not start nesting until the days get longer
this Spring. We advise trimming trees and shrubs now through the end of February to
avoid disturbing any birds who will start nesting in March, but before you do that take a
moment to look for any active hummingbird nests!
Hummingbird photo: Courtesy of Tom Davis.

Some Food For Thought.
Tell Us What You Think.
--------------------------------------------------------Energy:
Whether you like Elon Musk or not, here's an interesting commentary he posits. Any
of our members, science savvy or not, care to opine? Let us know what you think by
emailing us here. Video link is here.
Eating Clean:
Avoiding pesticides in fruits and veggies AKA what are pesticide-free fruits/veggies is
what this video covers. What do you think of these?. Video "Dirty Dozen/Clean
Fifteen" here.
EVs:
A good read here on EVs.
Let us know what you think by emailing us here.

Got Sustainability Hot Buttons?
Issues You Care About? Let Us Know.
--------------------------------------------------------We're working on five key areas as part of our goals and we want to know if you're
interested in any, to get involved and make change:
Transportation (more EVs and charging stations)
Building electrification (induction vs gas for cooking)
Planting trees and water conservation (curbing the impact of climate change)
Waste reduction (including less plastic)
Sustainable food (from farm to table)

We'd love your input and help in making progress on these issues. Please email us
here if you're interested. Thank you!

Make A 2022 Resolution To Persist
The Positive Payoff Will Be Visible

---------------------------------------------------------

Climate change fatigue is real. But by persisting, change will happen.
2021 presented so many reasons for environmentalists to feel overwhelmed - giant
sections of iceberg sheering off accelerating climate change, more devastating fires, the
United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report telling us
lasting warming has already occurred with little time to correct the Earth’s heating
trajectory. These are merely a few of the headlines that jolted us this past year. It's
enough to question the impact that just one person can have and consider giving up. But
we urge you to persevere.
When you advocate for legislative change at all levels of government, you are a
beacon of light.
The actions you take at home to be good stewards of the environment are noticed
by your friends and neighbors who might follow you, creating an impactful collective.
Teaching your children behavior that creates a sustainable future and encouraging it
be taught in the classroom trains an entire army of future climate warriors.
Your actions matter. In addition to top-down legislation, it is local change, person by
person that will make a difference. The expression act locally, think globally is truer than
ever. In 2022, be that beacon of light to help others see the needed change and resolve to
persist.

Events
Jan. 14 | 12PM | Code Red for Humanity: What Municipalities Can Do, hosted by
Acterra, GreenTown Los Altos and others. This is an important event to understand the
purpose and implications surrounding our city and town's climate action and adaptation
plans. Find more info & register here
Feb. 12 | 1-3PM | EV Showcase and Display
Los Altos HS main parking lot, 201 Almond Ave, Los Altos.
Speak to 20 EV owners and get expert answers to questions about the cost of running an
EV, its health benefits and more. Register and get more info here.

Burning question? Great idea? Want to help?
Contact us at info@greentownlosaltos.org.
Or use social media to tell us what you think matters most.
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